SIMPLY CLEVER

ŠKODA RAPID SPACEBACK
ACCESSORIES

The new ŠKODA Rapid Spaceback is a car that creates
excitement. Its spirited new design goes beyond established
limits and documents the ever growing diversity of ŠKODA
vehicles. Whether you are behind the wheel, admiring
the Rapid Spaceback’s curvaceous body from curb side,
or relishing its generous luggage space, you feel that you
are driving an exceptional car. With attractive and practical
products from ŠKODA Genuine Accessories you can
customize your Rapid Spaceback to even better meet your
needs, fulfil your motoring dreams, and take full advantage
of the vehicle’s potential.
The broad range of ŠKODA Genuine Accessories offers
a number of practical improvements and possibilities to
enhance your style while also accentuating the vehicle’s
sporty character. Whether you choose a small interior redleather sports package, a solemn front spoiler strip, safety
test-proven child seats, high-quality roof racks, a practical
netting system or a ŠKODA navigation system, you can
always be certain that all products from our ŠKODA Genuine
Accessories range are tailored to your car.
Products from the ŠKODA Genuine Accessories range are
your guarantee of quality, safety and 100% compatibility
with the given model.
All accessories are put through tests for functionality,
reliability and endurance, so they will always make your
trips more pleasant.

SPORT & DESIGN

Set of decorative foils for the side and fifth doors
(5JJ 064 317D in black glossy colour, 5JJ 064 317E
in black matt colour and 5JJ 064 317F in silver colour)

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories allow you to add even more style to your Rapid Spaceback, both inside and out. If, for example, you put the
car on eye-catching black 17" wheels, sharpen up its looks even more by adding spoilers and treat yourself to stainless steel pedal covers.
The possibilities for individualizing your Spaceback are truly wide-ranging.
If you choose ŠKODA Genuine Accessories wheels when configuring your future vehicle, we will mount them on the car already at the
assembly line. That means you will receive the vehicle with the wheels you selected and without the original serial set.
Mounting and installation of ŠKODA Genuine Accessories design products, such as foils or spoilers, is performed by a long-time and reliable
partner of ŠKODA AUTO. This ensures that the quality of a vehicle after installing the accessories fully corresponds to the quality of a newly
manufactured serial vehicle upon final technical delivery.

Front bumper spoiler - splitter (5JJ 071 609A);
Front bumper spoiler (5JJ 071 609)

The Red&Grey Plus pack, in addition to doublecoloured design stripes foil set,
includes the front and rear spoiler, 5th door spoiler and decorative side sill
extensions. Combined with the exclusive 17" alloy wheels Savio in red and silver
design, it comes even closer to the design study of ŠKODA Rapid SPORT while
maintaining a dynamic and fresh design of Rapid Spaceback.
Rear bumper spoiler Monte Carlo
(5JJ 071 610B)

INTERIOR AS YOUR SECOND SELF
ŠKODA Rapid brings a revolutionary possibility of individualizing the car interior
Do you want to enjoy a memory of your finest trip? Or have those, who are waiting for you
at home, always in sight? Or simply style your vehicle to the last detail? Fine-tune the interior
of your vehicle with a decorative foil, which fits perfectly into the space on the dashboard
in front of the passenger seat. But most importantly, which can carry any motive you can
think of. Thus, it perfectly reflects your style, temperament or hobbies. And when they change?
You can peel the foil off in one fell swoop, and you can spice up your car again!

Don’t have your own idea at the moment?
If you want to decorate the interior of your vehicle to your liking
but don’t have a suitable picture, use the selection of ready themes.
The pre-defined interior foils can also be ordered in the ŠKODA E-shop.
You just need to decide, which one of the 9 black and white designs
will be the right one for your car.

Being a designer is so easy!

1. Capture your best
Take a photo of your
motive, or choose any
favorite picture. Be creative,
imagination has no limits!

2. Just a few clicks
Go to the page of ŠKODA E-shop
(eshop.skoda-auto.com), where you will find
a simple application in the "Interior Foils"
section. In a few easy steps, you first
choose the type of dashboard decor (black,
white or light gray and dark gray brushed),
upload your photo, adjust the desired
section, and then all you have to do is
complete the order. The finished foil
will be delivered by courier to your home.

3. Let’s stick it on
Stick the delivered foil onto the dashboard
according to the attached instructions.
If you are unsure of your skills, do not
hesitate to contact our service partners,
who will be happy to help you.

ALLOY WHEELS
Front bumper chrome strip adds an eye-catching look
at the front of the vehicle (5JA 071 311)

Decorative door sill
strips with aluminium
inserts protect the car
body when getting
in and out and while
significantly improving
the attractiveness of
the interior (5JA 071 303)

Fifth-door spoiler
positively alters the
airflow behind the vehicle
and helps to keep its
back clean; it also plays
an important role in the
overall design of the body
(5JJ 071 646)

Glossy black strip of the rear bumper, suitable for combination
with other black elements of the body (5JA 071 311A)

Black door sill covers
Elegant protection for your
Rapid Spaceback; door sill
covers with stylish Rapid
logo, protects surfaces
of sills and simultaneously
individualize the look of
your car (5JA 071 303A)

Stainless steel foot pedal covers
These grippy sport pedals attachments
in brushed stainless steel are a real win.
While decent design impresses, anti-slip
coating improves grip. The set includes
attachment for gas and breake pedal
for automatic transmission (5E1 064 205)
and attachment for gas, brake and clutch
pedal (5E1 064 200)

Quality, safety and design
Alloy wheels from the line of ŠKODA Genuine Accessories vividly
illustrate the joining of quality, function and aesthetics. Wheels
from ŠKODA Genuine Accessories range pass through all tests
such as serial production wheels and thus ensure their high
quality and safety in traffic. Testing system is today developed
so, that practically every part of the wheel is tested for
material strain.
All wheels has to comply with strict requirements, that
are imposed on this so-called “vital part”. Certified
suppliers guarantee quality and compliance with
defined parameters of produced wheels. Due to
the wide range of designs and colour versions of
cast wheels, you can individualize your Rapid
Spaceback exactly according to your imagination.

For maximizing the quality of products
from the ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
range, computer technology is used, such as
seen on this alloy wheel simulation picture

Ray light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17"
for 215/40 R17 tyres
in glossy black design, brushed
(5JA 071 497 JX2)

Clubber light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17"
for 215/40 R17 tyres
in silver design (6V0 071 497 8Z8)

Ray light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17"
for 215/40 R17 tyres
in black metallic design, brushed
(5JA 071 497 FL8)

Camelot light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17"
for 215/40 R17 tyres
in silver design (5JA 071 497A 8Z8)

Ray light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17"
for 215/40 R17 tyres
in silver design (5JA 071 497 8Z8)

Prestige light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17"
for 215/40 R17 tyres
in matt black design (5JA 071 497A ZG6)

Savio light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17"
for 215/40 R17 tyres
in glossy red design, brushed
(5JA 071 497 MN4)

Savio light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17"
for 215/40 R17 tyres
in glossy black design, brushed
(5JA 071 497 FL8)

Savio light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17"
for 215/40 R17 tyres
in matte platinum design, brushed
(5JA 071 497 HZ9)

Savio light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 17"
for 215/40 R17 tyres
in matte black design, brushed
(5JA 071 497 ZG6)

Blade light-alloy wheel 7.0 x 17"
for 215/40 R17 tyres
in platinum design, brushed
(5JA 071 497F HZ9)

Blade light-alloy wheel 7.0 x 17"
for 215/40 R17 tyres
in black matte design, brushed
(5JA 071 497G ZG6)

Italia light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 16"
for 215/45 R16 tyres
in silver design, brushed
(6V0 071 496B 8Z8)

Rock light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 16"
for 215/45 R16 tyres
in silver design (6V0 071 496C 8Z8)

Italia light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 16"
for 215/45 R16 tyres
in black metallic design, brushed
(6V0 071 496 FL8)

Beam light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 16"
for 215/45 R16 tyres
in white design (5JA 071 496 FM9)

Italia light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 16"
for 215/45 R16 tyres
in white design, brushed
(6V0 071 496A FM9)

Antia light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 16"
for 215/45 R16 tyres
in silver design (5JA 071 496 8Z8)

Dione light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 16"
for 215/45 R16 tyres
in silver design (5JA 071 496B 8Z8)

Propeller light-alloy wheel 6.0J x 15"
for 185/60 R15 tyres
in silver design (5JA 071 495A 8Z8)

Mato light-alloy wheel 6.0J x 15"
for 185/60 R15 tyres
in silver design (6V0 071 495 8Z8)

Dakara hub covers
for 6.0J x 15" wheels
4-piece set (5JA 071 455)

Carme light-alloy wheel 6.0J x 15"
for 185/60 R15 tyres
in silver design (5JA 071 495 8Z8)

Metis hub cover
for 5.0J x 14" wheels
4-piece set (5JA 071 454)

Valve caps for tire valves
(000 071 215C)

INTERIOR INDIVIDUALIZATION - COLOUR LEATHER PACKAGE

Cover for the complete
set of wheels
(000 073 900B)

Screw covers for more aesthetic look of the wheels;
silvergrey matt (1Z0 071 215 Z37);
for wheels with safety screws 000 071 597C
(1Z0 071 215A Z37); black matt (1Z0 071 215 01C);
for wheels with safety screws 000 071 597C
(1Z0 071 215A 01C); silvergrey gloss (1Z0 071 215 UZ7);
black gloss (1Z0 071 215 9B9);
silver metallic (1Z0 071 215 7ZS)
The small sports leather package in red colour will lend the interior sporty style and more uniqueness: red leather steering wheel (5JA 064 241 3 sports steering wheel, 5JA 064 241A
multifunctional steering wheel); red leather handbrake lever (5JA 064 300); red leather gear stick knob for cars for left-side driving 5JB 064 230 manual 5-speed transmission, 5JB 064 230A
manual 6-speed transmission, 5JB 064 220 automatic transmission); right-side driving (5JC 064 230 manual 5-speed transmission, 5JC 064 230A manual 6-speed transmission, 5JC 064 220
automatic transmission)

MUSIC &
COMMUNICATION

Fatigue Detection Assistant
At speeds from 65 to 200 km per hour, the system evaluates data from the power
steering sensors. When it detects behaviour that may indicate fatigue (such as more
intensive direction corrections via the steering wheel), it sends an audible and visual
signal to the driver, recommending to take a break.
(5E0 054 801)

Driving the Rapid will be even more pleasant with ŠKODA Genuine Accessories.
No more getting lost in unknown places, boredom during long motorway
journeys or stopping for a phone call. You’ll be reliably guided through unfamiliar
locations by the navigation system. The radio will provide a high quality listening
experience of your favourite music. Thanks to hands-free you can get in touch
with your family or comfortably deal with urgent work matters.

Navigation SD cards
for Amundsen+ navigation system;
(Europe - 5L0 051 236E,
World 1 - 5L0 051 236F,
World 2 - 5L0 051 236G)

SmartGate
SmartGate enables you to connect your smartphone
or tablet via the ŠKODA vehicle systems application,
thus obtaining interesting operational data,
such as how economic or dynamic your driving is,
service information, etc.*
(6V0 063 218)

Drive

MFA Pro

MotorSound

G-Meter

Performance

Service

Kit for additional fitting of USB / AUX
(6V0 063 828)

* For information on the conditions of use and Fabia SmartGate
compatibility, as well as for a list of ŠKODA applications and information
about their availability, go to www.skoda-auto.com.

Connecting cable for USB – Apple (Lightning)
(5E0 051 510E)
Connecting cable for USB – mini USB
(5JA 051 446H)
Connecting cable for USB – micro USB
(5JA 051 446J)
Connecting cable for non original car radio
(5JA 063 828)

Voice control system Amundsen/Bolero
The activation software is intended for the licence approval of the Voice Control system and its successful installation.
Some device functions can be operated using voice commands, the device can be used more quickly and driving the car
is a more comfortable experience.The Voice Control system can be used in the following menus: Radio, Media, Telephone,
Navigation. Further important information can be found in the vehicle documentation. Installation must be carried out
by an authorised ŠKODA partner. (Amundsen - 000 054 802, Bolero - 000 054 802A)

COMFORT & UTILITY
If ŠKODA Genuine Accessories share a single common denominator,
it is summed up in the word “practical”. A wide range of marvellously
straightforward, “Simply Clever” solutions ensure that the Rapid Spaceback
will be an practical everyday helper, just like all the other ŠKODA models.
For you, in fact, maybe it will be even more so!

However long you travel, a wooden
clothes hanger can keep your coat, shirt or
dress looking freshly pressed (3T0 061 127)

Thermoelectric cooling box with
20 litres of space will ensure
snacks are at hand and at the right
temperature. It can chill foods as
needed and also two-liter bottles
can be accommodated without
problems in vertical transport
(000 065 400E)

FOOT MATS
A car is a bit like a second home. To keep its interior neat and tidy, you can
protect it with textile and rubber mats. They collect dirt and moisture,
have non-slip surfaces, and their shape perfectly fills the space beneath
the passengers’ feet. While textile mats provide a comfortable feeling
for your legs and contribute to later onset of fatigue for the driver, rubber
mats are optimal for use in inclement weather, when larger amounts of
dirt can get into the interior from the passengers’ shoes. The mats can be
taken out at any time, cleaned easily and replaced according to your need.
Holds and lasts
Did you know that textile mats from the ŠKODA Genuine Accessories line
pass the so-called high-heel test? The test simulates a drivers leg work
on accelerator pedal, pushing heel 5 mm deep into the surface of the mat
in both dry and wet conditions at a 45° angle.

High-quality textile foot mats with
the Rapid logo are made of thick
woven velour and offer high comfort
and resistance to wear. They perfectly
fill the space beneath the passengers’
feet and their non-slip clips to the
floor keep them in their place in
every situation. 4-piece set; Prestige
(5JB 061 404B for left-side driving;
5JC 061 404B for right-side driving);
Standard (5JB 061 404C for left-side
driving; 5JC 061 404C for right-side
driving)

In addition, the mats undergo resistance stress tests for a duration
of 60,000 travelled km and a test of the clips that attach the front
mats to the vehicle’s floor. The test is designed to determine a proper
clip strength that must allow comfortable handling from the wiev of
the customer while also keeping the mat in place even when being
occasionally tugged while driving.

Rubber foot mats provide
ideal protection of the
vehicle’s interior during
inclement weather. They
collect dirt and moisture and
are easy to clean. Four-piece
mat sets for left-side
(5JB 061 550) and right-side
driving (5JC 061 550) are
available

Cruise control is an ideal assistant for long
journeys. It maintains the speed defined by
the driver and allows changing it using a lever
beneath the steering wheel. Your right foot
can thus rest beside the accelerator pedal.
The cruise control can be used for all types
of engines and in vehicles with (5JB 054 690)
or without (5JB 054 690A) an on-board computer

These fixing elements are verified solution that can be found in all the
vehicles of Volkswagen group.
Device for high-heel test
Fixing elements strenght testing

Everything in a Rapid Spaceback has
its place, including discarded papers,
tickets and candy wrappers.
Removable waste bin placed in
the front door clipboard will help
to get rid of it easily (5JA 061 107 9B9
- black, 5JA 061 107 WC4 - beige)

Multimedia holder into the center
console will ensure quick availability
and comfortable handling with your
music player, cell phone or other
multimedia devices (5JA 051 435A)

Removable organizer allows placing small objects
in the boot, such as smaller purchases and work
equipment, while keeping them together for
handling (5JA 061 109)

Netting system keeps luggage in its place and helps keep the boot tidy.
It also increases passenger safety by preventing the movement of objects
in case of an accident. It is supplied in red (5JJ 065 110) or black (5JJ 065 110C)

Plastic boot dish provides maximum protection of the boot from
dirt of all types, including acid. It has a high rim, is exceptionally
strong and easy to clean (5JJ 061 162). An aluminium divider
(3T0 017 254) and anti-slip netting (5JJ 061 163) can be placed inside

Rubber insert for the boot will prepare you for anything.
Whether you transport dirty sport equipment, construction
material, paint, or even acid, it will reliably protect your
boot. The 5 cm rim will keep all fluids inside. The material
has a washable and anti-slip surface (5JJ 061 190)

Transparent protective foil guards the rear
bumper from damage while loading objects
into the boot. Its size conforms to the size of
the bumper, and, due to its transparency, the
look of the body remains intact (5JJ 071 363A)

Protective cover of the rear bumper
(5JJ 061 195)

Double-sided carpet provides a universal solution for the
bottom of the boot. The velour side provides standard
protection from soiling, while the non-slip plastic on the reverse
side is there for transporting dirty or wet objects (5JJ 061 163A)

Rear bumper cover foil provides maximum
protection of the car body from scratches
caused by loading objects in the area of
the loading edge (5JJ 071 316)

Storage net boot pocket
(5JJ 065 110B)

Rubber boot mat over the tunnel
(5JA 061 580)

Ice scraper for placement into the lid of the fuel tank is
an ideal example of a “Simply Clever” product. It is always
close at hand, due to its strong plastic will always do its
job well, and when you do not need it, it is easy to store
in its holder inside the tank lid (5JA 096 010)

Trunk grille securely separates
the passengers from the boot,
thus increasing their safety should
the luggage move about during
emergency manoeuvres. It does not
in any way decrease the volume
of the interior, does not limit
the driver’s view and is suitable for
transporting animals (5JJ 071 221)

Practical ski sack for transporting up to four
pairs of skis with poles, with a continuous
zipper and comfortable handles. An in-sewn
band can be inserted into a lock inside
the vehicle (DMA 600 004A)

Tough front mud flaps protect the underside
of the vehicle, bumpers and door sills from
dirt and dangerous flying rocks (5JA 071 111)

Rear mud flaps protect the rear of the vehicle,
rear bumper and vehicles driving behind you
from flying rocks and splashing water
(5JJ 075 101)

Anyone who experiences the comfort
of an armrest never wants to go back.
In addition to supporting the driver’s
right elbow, it offers new storage area
in an integrated, closable compartment
(5JA 061 123)

Protective engine cover
for motor vehicles with petrol
engines (5JA 071 608);
for vehicles with diesel engines
(5JA 071 608A)

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories offers with selected models of cars produced
lower protective engine cover which protects the engine against all adverse
influences (water, dust, mud and rocks on the roads), during the winter
time even against the de-icing salt, thus preventing the corrosion of metal
components and damage to electronic devices (sensors, wiring, etc.).
The cover reduces engine noise, and strengthens its protection and
increases the life of its components (alternator, starter motor, belts,
and other). It improves the car's aerodynamics, thus reducing the fuel
consumption. The engine cover is made of plastic of the highest quality,
which is characterized by high strength, elasticity and resistance against
both mechanical (road gritting, gravel) and chemical (oil, fuel, etc.) damage.
The material is resistant to temperature changes, so the with the changing
temperature and weather conditions the cover does not change in size.
Mounting the lower engine cover requires no modification to the chassis
of the car.

TRANSPORT
City Crash-tested basic roof rack is fastened very easily and is the foundation
for mounting practical roof systems (5JJ 071 126)

Surely you have many plans with your family where to go, what to see
and how to enjoy leisure time. Whether you go on a sports trip, discovery
holiday or just a weekend at the cottage, even the large luggage
compartment may not be sufficient. ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
offer a simple solution in the form of products enabling you to transport
sports equipment and other luggage outside the car’s interior.

BASIC ROOF RACK – WHEN YOUR CAR CAN
CARRY EVEN MORE
Give the right tool to smart people and they can work miracles.
Mount the ŠKODA Genuine Accessories basic roof rack onto
the roof of a Rapid Spaceback and it will carry almost anything.
Other roof systems can be easily attached to the basic roof
rack, such as a bicycle carrier, ski and snowboard rack or box,
luggage box, and the like.

Lockable bicycle carrier with aluminium profile; capacity up to 20 kg
The bicycle holder is the right thing for all ambitious bikers. The carrier consists
of an aerodynamically shaped aluminum profile and holder of chrome-plated
steel. Easy mounting crossbars allows for easy handling. It weighs around
3.2 kg. The bicycle holder tested in City-Crash test is lockable. (3T0 071 128A)

The dimensions and shape of the basic roof rack from ŠKODA
Genuine Accessories correspond perfectly to the Rapid
Spaceback. The product’s 100% compatibility with the vehicle
avoids problems with installation and use while preventing
potential safety risks that could arise in using non-genuine
accessories.

No photo:
Lockable bicycle carrier with metal profile (3T0 071 128)
Luggage basket; including fastening net and straps (LBT 009 006)
Lockable ski or snowboard rack with aluminium profile;
capacity up to 4 pairs of skis or 2 snowboards (LBB 000 001)
No photo:
Lockable ski or snowboard rack with metal profile
Transport up to four pairs of skis or two snowboards on the roof of your vehicle
- comfortably and safely. The ski and snowboard holder is not only easily
mounted on the crossbars, but lockable also. The wide opening buttons lets
you use the ski holder even in heavy gloves. Pull-out function makes loading
and unloading easy. It is suitable even for transporting a wakeboard.
(LBT 071 027)

Detachable tow bar is ideal for occasional use
of a trailer. The tow bar can be removed at any
time, and thus reduce the vehicle length and
increase safety in case of an accident.
(5JJ 092 155)

Lockable ski and snowboard box; capacity up to 5 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards;
380-litre capacity; successfully passed City Crash Test (5L6 071 175);
in black glossy (5L6 071 175B) or white color (5L6 071 175A)

Electrics for cars without serial preaparation for
the tow bar (left-side driving 5JB 055 204; rightside driving 5JC 055 204); for cars with serial
preparation for the tow bar (5JJ 055 204)

The City Crash is a method of testing genuine accessories
products that can be fitted to the vehicle’s body.
Method: A section of the body is fitted to special skids,
which are travelling at a speed of 30 km/h. At the moment
of the simulated collision, the force reaches between 9 and 12 G’s and lasts
for 80 ms. Evaluation: In order to successfully pass the City Crash test, none
of the transported objects may get detached from the body, which demonstrates
that the safety of both pedestrians and other vehicles in real traffic is not
endangered by the product.

No photo:
Non-detachable tow bar (5JA 092 101A)

Racks must pass many demanding tests. We test their watertightness, resistance to corrosion, load-bearing capacity,
strength and durability in various conditions. During the socalled City Crash test, a rack loaded with 90 kg must remain
on the car’s body even with a straining force of ca 12 G for
50 milliseconds (crash simulation).

Map simulation of tension induced by tightening the roof rack

SAFETY

CHILD SEATS – KEEPING OUR LITTLE ONES COMFY AND SAFE
Do you want your children to sit in the safest spot possible? Child seats from ŠKODA Genuine
Accessories with ISOFIX reliable anchoring, Top Tether attachment, the choice of travelling
while facing forward or backward, comfort and adjustment to respect the child’s growth
provide the best solutions for transporting the smallest passengers.

Original ŠKODA child seats successfully passed
the Euro NCAP tests.

Practical and variable
Smart seat design allows the child to sit not only at the back, but also next to the driver,
where you can see him or her better. The seats are distinguished by variability and many
setting positions, so that they can adjust to your child’s changing size. They also can be
used outside of the car as a carrier for transporting the child or as a practical seat.
Perfectly tested
The certainty of maximum possible safety and quality can only be achieved through rigorous
testing. Therefore every seat in the ŠKODA Genuine Accessories line conforms with the ECE
44.04 European safety regulation and has passed a number of additional tests. Excellent
results in the Euro NCAP crash test along with successful tests for non-flammability, absence
of harmful substances, and lining quality confirm the seats’ high quality and safety.
Bicycle carrier for a tow bar can hold two bicycles weighing up to 25 kg each. Lockable bolts (LBT 009 005) permit flexible handling and better anchoring (000 071 105B)

Passenger safety has long been a top priority at ŠKODA AUTO. To complement the state-of-the-art safety systems, we offer safety products from the ŠKODA Genuine
Accessories line for the Rapid Spaceback. Whether you choose a child seat, first aid box from the mandatory equipment or a snow chains, you can always be certain
of maximum certified quality and 100% compatibility with your vehicle.

View a video from running
test of child seat

Baby-Safe Plus
child seat
(1ST 019 907)

Baby Plus
child seat
(000 019 900E)

ISOFIX Duo plus Top Tether
child seat
(DDA 000 006)

ISOFIX Duo G 0/1
child seat
(000 019 909D)

Wavo 1-2-3
child seat
(000 019 903D)

No photo: Protective pad
under the child seat
(000 019 819A)

Category (according to weight in kg)
Name

0+ (0–13)

Baby Plus

0–13

Baby-Save Plus

0–13

1 (9–18)

ISOXIFIX Duo plus Top Tether

0–18

ISOFIX G 0/1 with RWF frame

0–18

ISOFIX G 0/1 with FWF frame

2 (15–25)

3 (22–36)

9–18

Wavo 1-2-3

15–36

Wavo Kind

15–36

Original ŠKODA child seats successfully passed
the Euro NCAP tests.

RWF frame
for rear-facing fitting
(DDF 000 003A)
No photo: FWF frame
for forward-facing fitting
(DDF 000 002)

Wavo Kind
child seat
(000 019 904D)

Snow chains for wheels 6.0J x 15" with
195/55 R15 tyres and wheels 6.0J x 15" with
185/60 R15 tyres. Quality chains of titanium
alloy with stranded fastening system can
be rapidly fitted to the stationary vehicle
and can give you better guidance
(5JA 091 387)

Car care products
Car cosmetic set - winter (000096352H)
Promotion kit of car care products (000096356A)
Car cosmetic set - summer (000096356B)
Polishing wax (HAO096007)
Product for treatment of metallic paint (HAO096008)
Interior cleaner (HBA096024)
Leather cleaner (HBA096025)
Incect remover, window cleaner (HBA096028)
Wheel disk cleaning gel (HBA096038)
Concentrate window cleaner 1:100 (HBA096039)
Dashboard cleaner (HBA096040)
Windscreen de-icer (HFA096020)
Window cleaner - winter (HFA096022)

Mechanical drive-locking system,
prevents shifting gears unless
unlocked with a special key.
Available for manual (5JA 054 613)
and automatic transmission
(5JA 054 613A)
Foldable snow shovel made of alloy, weight
750 g, 3-part, including practical textile cover
(5L0 099 320)

First aid kit with contents conforming
to amended Decree No. 216/2010
(GFA 410 010DE)

A handy, stable and highly visible
warning triangle with foldable
metal feet for emergency use
on the roadway (GGA 700 001A)

Lightweight reflective safety vest
of 100% polyester in fluorescent
yellow colour comes in a textile
carrier. An important part of the
vehicle’s safety equipment
(3T0 093 056) ; offered also
in orange colour (XXA 009 001)

Safety bolt set prevent unauthorized
removal of the wheel by necessitating
use of a special attachment
(000 071 597C)

Spare bulb set for Rapid
Spaceback, including fuses.
Mandatory vehicle equipment;
for cars without fog lamps
(5JA 052 000;
5JJ 052 000 XENON); for cars
wit fog lamps (5JA 052 000A;
5JJ 052 000A XENON)

Rear parking sensors for monitoring
distance of vehicle from potential obstacles.
If there is an obstacle at a distance of 140 cm
from the rear of the car, is signaled by short
beeps at intervals of one second. This
interval is continuously shortened with the
approach to the obstacle. When approaching
30 cm, beeps turns into unbroken tone
(5JJ 054 630)

Tested tow rope permits
towing of vehicles weighing
up to 2,500 kg (GAA 500 001)

Alarm system with interior monitoring is equipped with advance resource to ensure
the system's functionality after disconnecting the battery. Activates automatically
after locking the car and monitors all doors, engine lid, ignition switch and vehicle
interior. If there is an unallowable interference, control unit launches all directional
lights and siren. Audio alarm lasts 25 seconds and can be induced repeatedly up to
10 times in a row (5JA 054 620)

SIMPLY CLEVER
STRATEGY
Every day brings new challenges to drivers. To help them manage
these as best as they can, ŠKODA AUTO designs products while
abiding by its “Simply Clever” philosophy. Through ingenious and
simple solutions that are invaluable in practice, ŠKODA shapes
the world of cars according to the everyday needs of their users.
An ice scraper you can get to even before you get inside a snowedunder vehicle, or a double-sided mat for the boot, are just a small
example of the famous Czech ingenuity, that wins even in the Rapid
Spaceback.
“Simply Clever” features are popular not only because of their practicality,
but also due to the fact that they are simple and therefore not costly
solutions. ŠKODA vehicles can thus offer above-standard userfriendliness while maintaining an equally advantageous purchase price.

Basic roof rack
Open the way to a much larger carrying capacity for
the ŠKODA Rapid Spaceback. You can attach a number
of ŠKODA Genuine Accessories roof systems onto
the basic roof rack and thus transport bicycles, skis
and other luggage that you cannot fit inside.

Covers for complete wheels
Handy covers for a complete set of 14" to
18" wheels will make the seasonal wheel
changing more pleasant while allowing
you to safely store the wheels you are not
currently using. Covers in ŠKODA colours
are manufactured from strong materials
and fitted with robust handles, which
means they are tough and easy to carry.
The practicality of the covers is further
enhanced by such details as a pocket for
the lug nuts and a pictogram indicating
each wheel’s placement on the vehicle.

Folding snow showel
Carry a snow shovel in your car? Why not,
if it is easy to store and weighs almost
nothing! The ŠKODA shovel is made of
aluminium alloy, so it is light and easy to
handle. Because it can be disassembled
into three pieces, it takes up minimal
space in the boot. Even better, its plastic
handle will not chill your hands even in
winter.

Removable waste bin
Removable waste bin is an ideal example
of ŠKODA Simply Clever products. Surely
you were wondering many times, while
driving, where to dispose of empty chewing
gum wrapper, a crumpled bill or used
tissue. With ŠKODA removable waste bin,
all this tiny litter can be comfortably
disposed of in one place and subsequently
easily thrown away. So the interior of
your car can remain clean.

ŠKODA RAPID SPACEBACK: SPORT PACK

Front spoiler in bicolour
Rear diffuser in body colour
5th door spoiler in body colour

RECOMMENDED WHEELS:

SAVIO POLISHED METALLIC BLACK 17"

RAY SILVER 17"

These products represent just a part of the wide range of accessories. For more information on the complete range, current prices,
delivery terms and lead times, contact your authorised ŠKODA partner. All details of technical specifications, design, equipment, materials,
guarantees and appearance were accurate at the time of going to print. However, the manufacturer reserves the right to make any
changes (including changes in technical parameters or individual model equipment). This catalogue was printed on cellulose paper which
was bleached without using chlorine. The paper is 100% recyclable.

The environmental logo expresses ŠKODA Auto’s awareness of, responsibility for and attempts
at the sustainable development of the company and a friendly approach to life and nature.

www.skoda-auto.com

ŠKODA AUTO recommends Castrol EDGE Professional

Your ŠKODA partner:
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ŠKODA Service App
Always on your side.

